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Scatter graphs 
Starter
1. (Review of last lesson)  A survey of  students’ favourite subjects is taken and a pie 

chart is drawn.  If the sector for maths is , calculate how many students prefer maths.

Working: Let the number of students who prefer maths be 

:

Multiply both sides by :

Divide both sides by :   

  
 students prefer maths.

E.g. 1 The table shows the marks achieved by  students in the two papers of a maths test.

(a) Plot the points on a scatter graph.
(b) Draw a line of best fit on the graph.
(c) James got  marks on the first paper.  What would you expect him to get on the 

second paper?
(d) A student got  marks on the first paper.  Why would it be dangerous to state what 

they would get on the second paper?

Working: (a/b)

N.B. Your line of best fit may be different.

(c) Draw a line up from  and then go across to the vertical axis.
James would be expected to get about  marks in the second 
paper.
N.B. Since your line of best fit may be different, your answer may 

also differ slightly.  It would still get full marks in an exam.

(d) This would be an example of extrapolation.
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E.g. 2 Describe the type of correlation of the following graphs and decide whether there is an 

outlier.

Working: (a) Strong positive correlation with an outlier at 

(b) No correlation

(c) Weak negative correlation with no outliers.

E.g. 3 A new coach takes over a long jump team for a month and on the last day the athletes 
performance is measured compared to the previous month.  here are the results:
Augustus:  m Tom:  m June:  m
Carol:  m Bob: m Sam:  m
Has the new coach improved performance?  Give complete reasons for your answer.
Hint: Calculate the mean improvement.

Working: The mean improvement is  but Sam appears to be an outlier.  
Without his result, the mean is  m.  
Maybe Sam was sick on the day.
The coach does appear to have improve performance.

(14, 5)

+0.15 +0.11 +0.06
+0.06 +0.12 −0.56

−0.01
+0.1
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E.g. 4 Decide whether you think there will be positive correlation, negative correlation, no 

correlation, causation, unrelated or linked by a 3rd variable for the following:
(a) Mileage on a car vs. value of car.

(b) The amount of soft drink a person drinks is positively correlated to the likelihood of 
obesity.

(c) Birth rate vs. rate of inflation

(d) Number of Nobel prizes won by a country (adjusting for population) vs. chocolate 
consumption per person.

(e) (New York City - 1980s)  Number of serious crimes vs. the amount of ice cream sold

(f) Age of a child vs. number of baby teeth

(g) Height vs. shoe size.

(h) Success of Welsh rugby in 6 nations competition vs death of pope.

Working: (a) Negative (as the car does more miles. its value goes down)

(b) Causation (drinking lots of soft drinks cause obesity)

(c) No correlation 

(d) Unrelated, even though when plotted there is a high positive 
correlation since wealthier countries win more Noble prizes and also 
consume more chocolate but unrelated).

(e) Linked by 3rd variable, (weather/temperature) even though when 
plotted there is a strong positive correlation.

(f) Negative, as children get older they lose their baby teeth.

(g) Positive

(h) Unrelated, even though every time Wales win the rugby grand slam, 
a Pope dies (except for 1978 when Wales were really good, and two 
Popes died).

Video: Scatter graphs
Video:  Scatter graphs and correlation

Solutions to Starter and E.g.s 

Exercise
9-1 class textbook: p358 M11.3 Qu 1-3; p359 M11.4 Qu 1-2
A*-G class textbook: p321 M11.3 Qu 1-5
9-1 homework book: p122 M11.3/11.4 Qu 1-4
A*-G homework book: p91 M11.3 Qu 1-4
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